Queen Caroline
“perfect rhythm” lesson to use throughout the elementary school years
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After that, teach melody with two notes, so and mi. Then, "Can you perform it with
your singing voice?" Then, using a chart with pictures and names of the four
voices, "Can you change your voice when I change the picture that I'm pointing
to?!" Start by alternating only two voices (whisper/shout ... talk/sing), then a few
weeks later challenge class to do all four.
(continued)
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1st Grade, mid-year (spring): Introduce "Rhythm, the way the words go!"
"Pull out your keys, open your memory banks."
"I have a story for you, but I'm not going to tell you with words ... the drum is going to
tell you with the RHYTHM!" Play rhythm Queen Caroline on hand drum. Students
identify the rhyme.
"You know how to play the heartbeat. Today you will learn about RHYTHM and play it on
instruments!"
(WHEN INTRODUCING THE WORD "RHYTHM," IT IS HELPFUL TO SPEAK SLOWLY, CLAP EVERY
SYLLABLE YOU SPEAK, THEN STUDENTS ECHO.) SAY:
"To-day . . . we play `RHY-THM' . . . ev'-ry part, ev'-ry word . . . the way, the words, go . . . that's the
`RHY-THM!' . . . NICE JOB!"
Echo clap rhythm while speaking words of Queen Caroline 4 beats at a time.
"There's another way we can say this rhyme, using the rhythm words." (Use your favorite
rhythm syllable system for this.) Say each 4 beat section of the rhyme and immediately
speak the rhythm syllables - students echo speak the rhythm syllables. Write definitions on
board: BEAT - THE WAY YOUR HEART GOES. RHYTHM - THE WAY THE WORDS GO.
Perform rhythm on hand drums, half the class at a time. The half that is not performing is the
audience. "Look for someone who is relaxing while they play the drum!"
Next Class Period:
Clap rhythm of the rhyme, C identify.
Review rhythm words.
FOUR CHAIRS: each chair is a beat; if one student sits in a chair, it is a "tah," if two students sit in
a chair, it is a "ta-te" (or ti-ti, depending on your rhythm syllable system). If no one sits in a chair, it
is a rest - use the rhyme Mama Caught A Flea for this. Notate each four beats first in chairs. then
immediately put the rhythm on the board with stem notation.
Use only stem notation for the students' first reading experiences. Can add note heads shortly
thereafter.
2nd or 3rd Grade:

Create melody on Orff instruments using Queen Caroline as the basic rhythm.
4th Grade:
First day of recorder: create melody on recorder using C2 and A using Queen Caroline as the basic
rhythm. (When beginning recorder, I prefer to start with C2 and A, then add D2, then go to B A G.)

